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 Sam was 14.  He was the type of kid in your class that would win in everything but 
 tests.Sam’s little brother Alex was the exact opposite,  he was 10 and a complete 
 brainiac.  Everyone says if those two kids work as a team they would be 
 unstoppable,but they despise each other.  So every year their dad takes them on a 
 dudes weekend.  A dude’s weekend is a family bonding trip  without  mum! 

 So this year they went camping. ”Ugh” said Sam angrily “I mean I love the fact that we 
 are going camping but do I really have to go with Alex”? 
 “Yes” said his dad calmly “this is the whole point of the trip”.  ”Dad I feel sick“.  “Oh come 
 on  Alex you can’t get out of dudes weekend that easily” said his dad. 

 So when the clock struck 12 they were off.  A few hours later they arrived, Alex rushed 
 out of the car screaming ”where is the bathroom”.  ”Behind the tree” said Sam, ”where I 
 can’t see it”? “It is the tree you nimwit” said Sam aggressively. An hour and a half later 
 they were done setting up the camp, all they needed to do now was build a campfire. So 
 their dad sent them off to get some firewood. 

 Snap,Crackle,Crunch Alex rushed behind Sam,”you scaredy cat it’s just the wind “said 
 Sam bravely,then he heard a rustle on the ground. ”Who’s there”? he said. Then a pair 
 of glowing red eyes appeared in the bushes. ”RUN” shouted Sam. “He’s after us” 
 whispered Alex. 

 As soon as they got back their dad was gone.  “BOO” said their dad touching each of 
 their shoulders.  “Ahh” they both shouted “you scared us” said Alex. “Not me “ said Sam 
 trying to seem brave. When night fell Sam set off to capture the creature, but little did he 
 know he was being watched……by Alex. 

 Alex followed him and tapped Sam on the shoulder. Sam screamed “You nimwit why did 
 you follow me here”?”  “I needed the bathroom” said Alex anxiously.  ”Fine, come with 
 me but stay out of my way” exclaimed Sam.  While Sam was searching, the red eyed 
 creature bit Alex's leg. He was dying in pain. 

 Sam rushed to get their dad.  As the sun rose they came back with a duffle bag. ”You’re 
 finally came back” yelped Alex.  “You’re going to be OK” said Sam. Sam looked strange. 
 He shushed everyone “he’s back“ he said.  Sam shouted “let me at him, “ he injured my 
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 brother”.  But as soon as the creature leapt out,  their dad swung a baseball bat at the 
 creature and he flew straight off the cliff. You could hear him yelp out all the way down 
 then an “OW” . 

 When we returned home we couldn't find mum.  The phone rang and dad picked it up 
 “mums in the hospital” he said “she was attacked by a vicious creature”.  It turns out that 
 the “OW” at the bottom of the cliff  was mum. 

 THE END 
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